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Given its geopolitical location as a transition country,
migration has always been on the agenda of Turkey. In 2011,
following the Syrian civil war, migration gained even more
prominence as Turkey became the country hosting the
largest refugee population in the world. Nevertheless,
Turkey’s transformation from a transition country to a host
country has not always been easy. Over the years, with the
lack of effective policies in the face of the rising refugee and
migrant population, a crisis atmosphere has come into
existence, with the effect of increasing opposition,
discrimination and hate speech in Turkish society.

Considering its fundamental function as a primary source of
information, the media has also played a critical role in the
formation of this anti-refugee and migrant perspective
among the local population. In the context of Turkey, it is
well-known that the media landscape is under the influence
of increasing political polarization in the country; thus, the
reporting of migration is also impacted by this current
climate. Therefore, the representation of refugees and
migrants in migration reporting embodies biased discourses
that form a basis for the development of disinformation and
discrimination in many various aspects. However, the impact
of these discourses has not, and does not, only stay limited
to the formation of public perception. Over the last years,
Turkey has experienced many incidents in which the
prominent anti-refugee and migrant discourse in the media
has triggered hate attacks, lynch attempts, and violent
uprisings targeting refugees and migrants in various regions. 

For this reason, we believe that examination of the main
discourses in migration reporting is a key to understanding
the rising anti-refugee and migrant statements at the
societal level in Turkey. Hence, this research aims to provide
a general framework illustrating the main representation
trends in the reporting of migration-related topics by
various media organizations in Turkey.

M E D I A  M O N I T O R I N G  R E P O R T  O F  T U R K E Y  



Given that this research aims to
provide a general framework
illustrating the main representation
trends in migration reporting by
Turkish media organizations, a
specific methodology has been
developed to serve this purpose.
Firstly, a timeline of major
occurrences in the context of
migration has been formed. In line
with this timeline, a unique
monitoring framework combining
quantitative and qualitative media
content analysis methods has been
designed and implemented as
follows:
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M U L T I L A Y E R E D
M E D I A  C O N T E N T  

M O N I T O R I N G

As the first step of monitoring, a
special keyword list (see.Appendix 1)
has been developed to detect the
specific representation trends adopted
by media organizations during the
reporting of migration-related topics.
Since MMA is a civil society
organization conducting daily
monitoring of migration reporting by
diverse mediums in the Turkish media
landscape, the institutional monitoring
database of the organization has been
used as the main reference source.

R E S E A R C H  
M E T H O D O L O G Y



R E S E A R C H  
M E T H O D O L O G Y

Under this approach, a quantitative
analysis has been conducted on all
collected media content in the
database up to the present. As a
result of this analysis, the frequently
used words and phrases to represent
refugees and migrants in media
content (such as ethnic definitions,
adjectives, phrases, lexical
expressions and topics) have been
detected. Subsequently, an
exhaustive keyword list has been
formed with these results.

In the second step of monitoring,
the keyword list has been applied via
detailed web searches based on the
timeline of major occurrences.
During these web searches, each
word or phrase in the keyword list
has been searched via Google by
applying specific time filters based
on the dates in the timeline of major
occurrences. Subsequently, the
listed results under the news
section have been examined and
suitable content has been selected
and added to the research sample.
During the monitoring process,
approximately 200 pieces of news
content have been monitored and 77
of these have been included in the
research sampling.
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During the discourse analysis of the monitored news content, a
combined discourse analysis method was also preferred
considering that the aim of the report is to provide a general
framework on the topic of research. For this, the methods
mentioned below have been implemented with regard to the
collected sample and the results are reported under descriptive
titles as prominent representation trends of refugees and migrants
in the migration reporting by Turkish media organizations: 

Thematic analysis of the media content: by implementing  the
thematic analysis method, the main themes (e.g. crime, economic
crisis, demographic threat, border security, etc.) and their usage in
the collected news content have been coded and reported under
each descriptive title.

Lexical analysis of the media content: by implementing the
overlexicalisation method within the framework of critical
discourse analysis, the frequently used combination of words and
phrases to describe refugees and migrants (e.g. illegal,
unauthorized, irregular, criminal, perverted, Syrian, Afghan,
African, etc.) and the context of their usage in the collected media
content have been coded and reported under each descriptive
title.

Conceptual analysis of the media content: by implementing the
ideological square method within the framework of critical
discourse analysis, we examined how the subjects (e.g.
refugees/migrants, local citizens, police, doctors, other public
officials, etc.) are positioned in the discourse of the news content
(e.g. good/bad, criminal/victim, etc.) with the adaption of certain
biases (e.g. generalization, manipulation, wilful targeting and
marginalization). The outcomes of this analysis have been reported
under each descriptive title.

D I S C O U R E  A N A L Y S I S  
O F  T H E  M E D I A  C O N T E N T S  
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235356393_Using_thematic_analysis_in_psychology
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235356393_Using_thematic_analysis_in_psychology
https://books.google.com.tr/books?id=OljUngEACAAJ&lpg=PA45&hl=tr&pg=PA37#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://discourses.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Teun-A.-van-Dijk-1998-Opinions-and-Ideologies-in-the-press.pdf


THE POLITICAL DISCOURSE ON
MIGRATION IN TURKEY

 

Since 2011, following the Syrian civil war, Turkey has become the
country in the world with the highest number of refugees and migrants.
In the last couple of years, Turkey has experienced a crisis atmosphere
due to increasing opposition, discrimination and hate speech caused by
the lack of effective policies in the face of this rising refugee
population. In order to understand this atmosphere, it is necessary to
look at the political discourse on migration, which has been passing
through changes with different dynamics in the last 11 years. In this
study, the public and political context of migration will be examined
under four phases, which are also influential in the construction of
media discourse on migration.

2011 
 

Welcom�ng
"Open Door" 

 Pol�cy  

2016 
 

 EU-Turkey
Statement 

2018 
 

Pol�t�cal
Instrumental�zat�on

2021 
 

Ant�-Refugee
  Movement  
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After the protests, and their violent crackdown by the Syrian regime, started in
Syria in 2011, quickly transforming into a civil war, Syrians started to flee their
country. Since Syria is Turkey’s longest bordering neighbour, both authorities and
the public had expected that refugees would come to Turkey from the very
beginning. Priorly, the governmental authorities had also made statements about
the preparations for the incoming refugees. After 3,000 Syrians entered Turkey on
23 April 2011, news began to appear in the media reporting that one million
refugees are expected to come. Subsequently, Turkey officially launched the “open
door” policy by saying that the border for those coming from Syria would be open.
In the following months, the primary route of Syrians continued to be towards
Turkey and then Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan stated that the incoming
Syrians are "our guests", and that Turkey would not have a problem with the
Syrian people, so the open door policy would continue. However, the guest
discourse created an expectation in Turkish society that those refugees would stay
only temporarily and eventually leave. In this context, discrimination and hate
speech was not on the agenda much in the first period of migration compared to
today.

Given Turkey declared that it would only grant refugee status to people migrating
from European countries in the 1951 Geneva Convention, Syrian refugees were not
provided with official refugee status by Turkey during this period. Therefore,
Turkey became the transit country where most of the incoming Syrians would
attempt to cross the western border to European countries. The open border 
 policy implemented by Turkey on the Syrian border was also applied to its
western sea and land borders, which were held open for irregular crossings. In
2015, in particular, with more than one million people reaching the Greek islands
in the Aegean Sea and moving further to other EU Member States, Turkey became
an even more frequented migration route. Refugees from various countries, such
as Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and Somalia, also started to cross from Turkey to the EU
border. With the dramatically increasing number of refugees passing into Europe,
especially after 2015, the European Union decided to follow a different strategy
with Turkey to stop the migration flow and came up with the EU-Turkey
Statement.

The  beg �nn �ng  o f  the  Sy r �an  C �v � l
war  and  Turkey ' s  open  door  po l � cy
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https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/turkiyeye-en-az-1-milyon-suriyeli-multeci-gelecek-18008558
https://www.cnnturk.com/turkiye/erdogan-o-yonetmeligi-savundu


EU-Turkey  S ta tement  
f rom 18  March  20 16  and  

the  s � tua t �on  o f  re fugees  � n  Turkey

After the statement, the EU promised to give Turkey a six billion euro support
package and, in return, demanded that Turkey would stop refugees from crossing
its western border into the EU. Turkey's attempts to strengthen border security,
as well as the active presence of the EU border security organization Frontex in
the Aegean Sea, prevented refugees from being able to use the migration routes
they had used in the past years. 

With this statement, refugees who came to Turkey with the hope of crossing to
Europe had to stay in Turkey. Although some still tried to move on, most of them
faced the impossibility of transition and started to search for ways to survive in
Turkey. Given that the Temporary Protection Regulation was expanded in 2014,
Syrians were already legally entitled to temporary protection status and provided
with the right of long-term residence in Turkey. Nevertheless, instead of following
a policy focused on long-term integration, Turkey chose to only provide
emergency services to refugees in basic areas such as health and education, with
financial support from the EU. Although some services were provided in basic
areas, a sufficient infrastructure could not be established for refugees to sustain
their own lives in Turkey. Under these circumstances, refugees were pushed to
create their living conditions themselves, especially in terms of housing and
employment. With the statement and expanded temporary protection status, the
general discourse emphasizing that “refugees are our guests and will leave one
day’’ stopped being realistic in Turkish society. Refugees, who were forced to work
illicitly, without equal pay and in insecure conditions, became the preferred
workforce as cheap labourers. On the other side, the financial benefits provided by
the European Union directly for refugees had turned into a reason for hatred on
the pretext that the Turkish government helps refugees a lot while national
poverty has been a problem for many years. In the face of all this, with neither the
EU nor Turkey taking effective measures, discrimination and hate speech against
refugees increased day by day, damaging the social harmony and the grounds for
peaceful co-existence in the country.
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Migration is now framed as one of Turkey's main “problems” due to the
uncertainty of the government's policy towards refugees and migrants, the lack of
coherent policy, and the European Union's indifference towards Turkey regarding
refugees. President Erdoğan, who promised to keep the border closed into the
European Union after the EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement, has used refugees
and migrants as a political instrument against the EU, with the “opening the gates”
threat whenever European institutions give Turkey a warning about human rights
or when he gets stuck in domestic policy. In this context, refugees are seen as
monolithic communities that could be sent to any place, whenever and however
wanted. As one significant example, the Turkish government decided to open the
land border to Greece in 2020, causing the flocking of many refugees to the border
and resulting in a humanitarian crisis.

After the government used refugees as a political “instrument”, leaders of
opposition parties and many leading political actors started to release
discriminatory hate speech statements. In that period, a dramatic increase in the
use of anti-refugee discourses as political arguments can be observed, especially
after Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, the leader of the main opposition party, the Republican
People's Party, said in a video released in 2021 that he will send back Syrians to
Syria within two years.
 
The leader of the Zafer Party, Ümit Özdağ, who has largely based his party policy
on anti-refugee statements and has not yet gained large support from the public,
also said that refugees and migrants undermine the rights of Turkish citizens and
that they should be sent back, voluntarily or involuntarily, as soon as possible. His
similar tweets are shared tens of thousands of times by social media users. The
increase in support for Ümit Özdağ has started to normalize the perception among
the general public that people can easily engage in hate speech, and even hate
attacks, against refugees.

I n s t rumenta l � za t � on  o f  re fugees  
and  m �grant s  � n  po l � t � ca l  d � s cour ses
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https://www.euronews.com/2019/09/05/turkey-s-erdogan-threatens-to-open-the-gates-for-migrants-to-europe
https://apnews.com/article/ap-top-news-syria-turkey-recep-tayyip-erdogan-greece-42a117912dd5a6a7ba407298a89563f3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=We4ClylfEbo
https://zaferpartisi.org.tr/
https://youtu.be/JFn-18xL75g


According to official statistics, Turkey hosts 3,622,486 Syrians and 29,256 refugees
from different countries. These figures are estimated to be higher considering the
people who are not registered by official institutions. Currently, Turkey is
experiencing one of the biggest economic crises in its history, and those who
claim that refugees have a significant role in it are in the majority. While the ruling
AKP government does not take a clear stance towards migration, the opposition's
approach of defining refugees and migrants as threats to the economy,
demography and security fuels the anti-refugee perception in Turkish society. 

Those who do not immediately demand the return of refugees while the war
continues in Syria still favour refugees to return after the end of the conflict in
their country. The view that Turkey cannot bear the “burden” of all “problematic”
countries in the world has now become the dominant discourse, especially with
the refugees from Afghanistan who came after the Taliban seizure of Afghanistan
in 2021. In the public surveys, it is revealed that 82% of the people surveyed
demand that Syrians should return to their own country. Although none of the
parties has concrete plans for mass repatriation, the expectation in Turkish
society is rising, especially given that the “guest-discourse” has been ongoing for 11
years now. Consequently, this creates a base for greater social chaos while
refugees and migrants continue to stay, as they have built a life in Turkey and no
longer wish to return.
 
Overall, refugees and migrants suffer the most from policies and dominant
discourses in the current political sphere. Due to the excessive increase in
discrimination and hate speech, which are also widespread in the media, many
experience fear and insecurity during their daily lives in Turkey. As a result, the
current climate of the country encourages refugees and migrants, especially those
who are hesitant to build a future in Turkey, to try harder to find ways to migrate
to EU countries.

The  Cur ren t  S � tua t �on  
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https://en.goc.gov.tr/temporary-protection27
https://www.karar.com/guncel-haberler/son-anket-suriyeliler-gitsin-diyenlerin-oranini-ortaya-koydu-1656503


The mainstream media in Turkey has always experienced strong
internal and external pressures due to monopolized ownership
structures and increasing political interventions on the freedom of
the press. In the current situation, the vast majority of the
mainstream media (national newspapers, radio, and TV channels) are
owned by cross-media groups which have monopolistic
configurations in other sectors such as construction, energy,
tourism, and finance.   Due to the heavy involvement of these groups
in public tenders and their mutual business interests with
bureaucrats and political actors, pro-government and nationalist
discourse has gained more power in the current mainstream media
structure that which has resulted in selective coverage, censoring
editorial pressures, unjust dismissals, and widespread self-
censorship of journalists. 

THE MEDIA STRUCTURE IN TURKEY 

M a � n s t r e a m
m e d � a

In the last couple of years, the rapid reconfiguration of Turkey’s
mainstream media structure triggered a flourishment in the
alternative media landscape. Subsequently, many new independent
media organizations have been established which become prominent
with their digital outreach. Moreover, many of the dissident media
organizations have transferred to digital platforms, especially with
the declining trust of the general audience in traditional media.
Although this change in the media landscape has provided space for
the representation of diverse views and rights-based perspectives,
the alternative media sphere is also impacted by rising political
polarization in the country which is demonstrated by politically
motivated journalistic coverage and discourses in the news content.

A l t e r n a t � v e
( � n d e p e n d e n t )

m e d � a
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https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/media/
https://m.bianet.org/english/media/254400-media-in-turkey-owners-in-data-transparency-and-concentration-in-findings
https://rsf.org/en/country/turkey
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/20201125_Turkey_PF_Mission_Report_ENG.pdf
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/IPI-Report-Turkey-for-print-11072019.pdf
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/turkey-digital-media-report/
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/turkey-digital-media-report/
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2021/turkey
https://edam.org.tr/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Turkeys-Digital-News-Landscape-Baris-Kirdemir-with-discussion-paper.pdf


Although it is overshadowed by the mainstream media, the local
media in Turkey actually has a large outreach capacity since the
majority of the print media in Turkey (91.3%)consists of media
outlets operating locally. While most of the local media outlets
perform as print newspapers, there is a significant number of TV
and radio channels, and digital news platforms that provide local
journalistic coverage.   Nevertheless, under the increasing financial
and political pressures, there has been a drastic decrease in the
number of local media outlets due to bankruptcy or publication bans
by the government while many others try to survive under these
pressures. Similar to the mainstream and alternative media, the
journalistic coverage of local media organizations is also influenced
by their political affiliations, depending on the context in their
region.

L o c a l  m e d � a

IIn parallel with digitalization, the media landscape in Turkey has
also gained new actors in the form of citizen journalists and digital
media content producers. The increasing press censorship and
silencing of leading media organizations especially during
nationwide protests, has encouraged ordinary locals and activists to
become citizen journalists. Benefitting from the relatively freer
atmosphere and convenient instruments of digital media, many
citizen journalists have gathered under initiatives and news
platforms publishing via social media channels. Despite the
contributions of this media diversification to freedom of expression
and access to information, the unregulated and nonaccountable
nature of citizen journalism platforms frequently feeds political bias
and disinformation into social media platforms.

D � g � t a l  c � t � z e n
m e d � a

1 1

https://data.tuik.gov.tr/Bulten/Index?p=Yazili-Medya--Istatistikleri-2019-33620
https://yerelmedyavt.com/en/desk-based-research-findings/publication-broadcast-types-in-local-media/
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/IPI-Report-Turkey-for-print-11072019.pdf
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/the-current-state-of-local-media-in-turkey-medar-2021-report/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316663392_The_Gezi_Resistance_and_Activist_Citizen_Reporters
https://medarder.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/MEDAR-Report-2019-on-The-Perception-of-Citizen-Journalism-among-Professional-Journalists-in-Turkey.pdf
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REPRESENTATION OF 
REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS 

 BY THE MEDIA IN TURKEY  



The representation of refugees and migrants as deprived and in
need is a widespread trend in migration reporting by the Turkish
media, similar to reporting in many other countries. However, the
differentiating characteristic of this representation in Turkey is its
close connection with the political context. Especially during the
first period of the Syrian crisis, when a large population of refugees
started to seek asylum in Turkey from 2012, the mainstream
political discourse of the Turkish government put emphasis on “the
guest policy”. Within this discourse, refugees were defined as
temporary “guests” who are in need of support and assistance from
their trustworthy neighbour, Turkey. Thus, not only governmental
authorities but also local citizens are positioned to provide this
necessary support in line with the traditional hospitality codes of
Turkishness as welcoming and kind hosts to whoever is in need.
Given the circumstances of this first period, the “guest” discourse
was successful in creating a positive and considerate perspective
among society for incoming refugees and reflected a realistic
depiction of the ongoing humanitarian crisis. Nevertheless, over
time, the discourse emphasising the refugees’ need for support and
the temporariness of asylum-seeking has conflicted with the long-
term residence and changing living conditions of Syrian refugees in
Turkey.

In the same era, the dominant discourse in migration reporting by
Turkish media outlets reflected similar characteristics with the
political discourse. The monitoring results show that the majority
of the news content focused on the vulnerable state and poor living
conditions of Syrian refugees. In this news content, refugees were
mainly portrayed as “miserable”, “deprived”, “poor”, “homeless” and
“starving” people. Especially in the news examples published
between 2012–2016, it was frequently observed that the living
conditions of refugees were defined in headlines as “heart-
wrenching” “drama” and the “misery” of Syrian families. While such
news was mainly based on interviews with selected refugees at
their place of residence, the included photographs in the news
highlighted the suffering of Syrian families, specifically children,
and exposed the poor living conditions in their homes.

D E P R I V E D  A N D  I N  N E E D  

1 3

https://t24.com.tr/haber/erdogan-200-bine-yakin-suriyeli-kardesimizi-misafir-ediyoruz,218698


 Although the content in the news reflects the common challenges
of Syrian refugees during their residence in Turkey, the over-
sensationalization, dramatization and generalization of these
challenges in the news discourse hinder the realistic representation
of the diverse refugee population and their different living
standards. The mass production of such content forms a stereotype
reducing refugees to individuals who are generally uneducated,
members of a low economic class and incapable of sustaining a
normal living like local citizens. Therefore, in the eye of the
audience, this stereotype normalizes the refugees’ lack of basic
needs and legitimizes their “underdog” position in society. For this
reason, the generalization of the “deprived and in need” stereotype
in mainstream news builds a base for systematic discrimination and
the exclusion of refugees as “the others”, as well as discouraging
the perception of refugees as current and active members of public
life in Turkey.

D E P R I V E D  A N D  I N  N E E D  

The misery
in Kilis

2012
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https://www.milliyet.com.tr/ekonomi/kilis-te-sefalet-1617030


The cold hit 
them the most

2013

The drama of
Syrian family

living in a 
derelic house 

 
2016

D E P R I V E D  A N D  I N  N E E D  
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https://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/soguklar-en-cok-onlari-vurdu-113012.html
https://ilkha.com/guncel/metruk-evde-yasayan-suriyeli-ailenin-drami-37877


The representation of refugees and migrants as criminals stands
out as a prominent trend in migration reporting by Turkish media
organizations. Along with the increasing number of refugees and
migrants who sustain long-term residency in Turkey, conflicts
between local citizens and the refugee and migrant communities
have started to increase. Especially after 2019, monitoring results
show that criminal incidents involving refugees and migrants have
started to become extensive news topics in the context of
migration reporting.
 
The common characteristic in the monitored news is the
generalization and attribution of illegal activities to all members of
refugee and migrant communities. By the frequent usage of phrases
addressing race and ethnic identity (such as “Syrians”, “Afghans”,
“Arabs” and “Africans”) in the headlines, the crimes or illegal
activities committed by certain individuals are reflected as
collective actions involving all the community members. This
tendency towards criminalization in news discourses also shows
itself through terminology used for criminal acts or the subjects of
the crimes, such as “crime machines”, “perverts”, “Syrian/Afghan
terror”, ferocity” or “horror”. Other patterns observed in the
monitored examples were limited reporting of background
information and details of the incidents or lack of fact-checking
and verification by the related actors and public authorities. In this
context, discourse in the news content frequently tended to frame
refugees and migrants as convicted criminals, regardless of
ongoing legal investigations or imposed sanctions related to
reported incidents. Consequently, this significant tendency for
ethnic profiling and general attribution of illegal activities leads to
the labelling of refugee and migrant communities as criminal
groups dangerous to public safety by triggering widespread
discrimination, bias and distrust towards refugees and migrants.

C R I M I N A L S  
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The guests (!)
 are like 

crime machines 

2016

C R I M I N A L S  

Syrian terror 
in the heart of

Istanbul 

2018

The Afghan perverts
on duty again

2020
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https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/gundem/misafirler-suc-makinesi-1230634/
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/-205108h.htm
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/pazarda-is-yerinde-her-yerden-gizli-cekim-yapmislar-afgan-sapiklar-yine-is-basinda-537589h.htm


V I C T I M S  

Similar to criminalization, victimization is another common trend in the
migration reporting of Turkey. The examination of monitored content
indicates that refugees and migrants become newsworthy in Turkey’s
media landscape whether they are the criminals or the victims in an
incident. This dynamic is specifically demonstrated in the reporting of
irregular border crossings or crimes committed against refugees and
migrants.
 
In the reporting of irregular border crossings, the majority of the
monitored content put a specific emphasis on the number of lost lives
and stories of the most vulnerable, which are women and children. The
dominant discourse in the news defined the incidents as “tragedy” or
“upsetting”, “bitter”, “heart wrenching”, “blood-chilling” and “disaster”
using the graphic portrayal of the details. In many examples, it was
observed that this over-sensationalization and dramatization of the
incidents overshadowed the significance of irregular crossings and
standardized the mortality of refugees and migrants. On the other hand,
the mass portrayal of refugees and migrants solely related to irregular
border crossings also gets ahead of their realistic representation in the
media landscape as current residents of the local community in Turkey.

The heart wrenching
story of the child

whose corpse came
ashore

2015
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https://www.haberturk.com/gundem/haber/1123864-cesedi-kiyiya-vuran-cocugun-aci-hikayesi


In the reporting of crimes committed against refugees and
migrants, similar tendencies are also prominent. The majority of
the monitored content covered the sexual harassment and murders
of refugee women and children. It attracts attention that the
discourse of the news provided explicit descriptions of the violence
and emphasized the identifiable information about the attacked
individuals, such as age, gender, ethnicity, place of residence, civil
status and personal pictures. In this context, the portrayal of
refugee women and children as unpreventable victims prevails in
the media coverage and forms a stereotype of them being the most
vulnerable. While over-sensationalization and dramatization of the
incidents indirectly normalize the violence and human rights
violations, the objectifying victimization in the news discourse
prevents the representation of refugee women and children as
human beings sustaining lives in Turkey. 

The migrant drama
 in the Mediterranean: 

they stomp on each 
other to survive

2015

V I C T I M S  
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https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/dunya/akdenizde-gocmen-drami-hayatta-kalmak-icin-birbirlerini-ezdiler-28929464


The allegation about
 a 13-years-old 

Syrian child that has
been raped at Gebze

2016

A pregnant Syrian woman 
has been raped and killed, 

with her son by her trampled
on with a rock 2017

A Syrian woman 
in handcuffs 

has been killed by the 
slice of her throat

2021

V I C T I M S  
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https://www.yurtgazetesi.com.tr/yurt/gebzede-13-yasindaki-suriyeli-cocuga-tecavuz-iddiasi-h924.html
https://www.diken.com.tr/suriyeli-hamile-kadina-tecavuz-edildi-basi-tasla-ezilerek-ogluyla-beraber-olduruldu/
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/video/suriyeli-kadin-elleri-kelepcelenip-bogazi-kesilerek-olduruldu-41733032


 As opposed to widespread negative stereotypes, “the hero and role
model” frame occasionally comes to the forefront as a positive
portrayal in the journalistic coverage of refugees and migrants in
Turkey. In this portrayal, refugees with diverse profiles (e.g.
athletes, doctors, young students, factory workers, civil society
volunteers, etc.) are highlighted by their outstanding contributions
to Turkish society. The discourse in the news mainly defines these
individuals as “heroes”, “savers” and “ideal examples”, while their
contributions are evaluated as a “duty of loyalty/redemption”,
“paying back the debt” or “returning the favour of Turkey”. In this
perspective, these contributions are justified as the compulsory
acts and responsibilities of refugees and migrants in return for the
provided support and residential rights by the Turkish government.
Despite its positive attribution, this idealised stereotype in media
discourse imposes specific social roles and behavioural codes
expected from refugees and migrants by redefining the “right to
seek asylum” as a privilege or favour provided by the legal
authorities.

The duty of redemption:
Syrian doctors support 

field checks for coronavirus
in Gaziantep

2020
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https://www.ahaber.com.tr/yasam/2020/04/08/vefa-nobeti-suriyeli-doktorlar-gaziantepte-sahaya-indi


The Syrian hero
will acquire 
citizenship

2020

He wants to pay
loyalty debt 

by competing 
for Turkey

 2019

H E R O E S  &  R O L E  M O D E L S  
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https://www.elazigyenihaber.com/suriyeli-kahraman039a-vatandaslik-verilecek/19281/
https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/yasam/turkiye-adina-yarisarak-vefa-borcunu-odemek-istiyor/1387095


The representation of refugees and migrants as a threat to the
country’s economic prosperity is one of the most common
discourses encountered in the media landscape. The basis of the
discourse has become more widespread with the effect of the
increasing economic crisis, and is based on the claim that the
participation of refugees and immigrants in the labour force
hinders the employment opportunities of local citizens. Although
the origin of the discourse cannot be detected exactly, it is
observed that the discourse has been promoted by many different
media organizations since 2013. This was especially the case in
2016, when the World Bank report results were portrayed as “10
Syrians cause 6 Turkish citizens to be unemployed”  which played a
critical role in the spread of the discourse. From this point on, the
instrumentalization of similar research results, official statistics
and expert opinions as sources legitimizing the discourse has
continued systematically in published news content. Nevertheless,
reporting of these sources generally includes selective distortion
and falsification that consequently creates disinformation
regarding the negative impact of refugees and migrants on Turkey’s
economy. Therefore, by emphasising the “refugees stealing our
jobs” discourse, the media generally positions refugees and
migrants as the root cause of the increasing unemployment and
economic crisis in Turkey.

E C O N O M I C  T H R E A T S  

10 Syrians cause 
6 Turkish citizens
 to be unemployed

2016
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https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/22659/The0impact0of00Turkish0labor0market.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/ekonomi/10-suriyeli-6-turk-vatandasini-issiz-birakiyor-1099162/
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/ekonomi/10-suriyeli-6-turk-vatandasini-issiz-birakiyor-1099162/
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/ekonomi/10-suriyeli-6-turk-vatandasini-issiz-birakiyor-1099162/
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Syrians took the jobs,
#resistAntep

2013

2020

Syrian workers also hit
the textile industry
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https://www.aykiri.com.tr/suriyeliler-arastirmasi-kalabalik-olduklari-sehirlerde-issizlik-enflasyon-ve-hayat-pahaliligi-daha-yuksek/13291
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/ekonomi/suriyeli-isi-kapti-direnantep-1847687
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/ekonomi/suriyeli-isciler-tekstili-de-vurdu-5589904/


The representation of refugees and migrants as a demographic
security threat in monitored news content is mainly associated
with irregular border crossings and increasing refugee and migrant
populations in various regions. In the vast majority of the content
reporting irregular border crossings, it was observed that the
numbers of incoming migrants were defined as “hundreds” and
“thousands”, which are unclear and not based on confirmed
sources. While discourse in the content emphasized the “threat” in
border security through exaggerated expressions, such as
“refugees flooding” or “they are coming in droves”, various images
and videos recorded during border crossings or interviews with
local citizens were included as sources verifying mentioned
numbers. Likewise, in the prominent discourse, irregular border
crossings were frequently described as “occupation”, in which
incoming migrants were identified with various adjectives like
“illegal, “fugitive” and “occupier”. Consequently, these framings,
which lead to the perception that there is a deliberate attack on the
security of the country, cause a high level of manipulation and
targeting against refugees and migrants. Similarly, the content
reporting the refugee and migrant populations in various regions
generally adopts the “invasion” discourse. In many monitored
examples, the refugee and migrant population in certain regions, or
their usage of public spaces (e.g. hospitals, public transportation
vehicles, parks, beaches, etc.) were described in terms such as
“Syrians/Afghans/Arabs/Africans”, “invaded, “raided” or
“captured”. By reinforcing the perception that the demographic
structure of the country is under threat, these terms frame the
residence of refugees and migrants, or their inclusion into society,
as a detrimental development for Turkey.
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 Syrians captured
Taksim

2019
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They are coming in
droves: Arab invasion
in Black Sea Region

2019

Thousands of Afghans
head over to Turkey:
they are coming in
droves like an army

 2022
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https://www.samsunhaber.com/gundem/suriyeliler-taksim-i-ele-gecirdi-h43313.html
https://www.yenimesaj.com.tr/akin-akin-geliyorlar-karadenizde-arap-istilasi-H1318804.htm
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/ordu-gibi-akin-akin-geliyorlar-havalarin-isinmasiyla-binlerce-afgan-turkiyeye-dogru-yola-cikti-527054h.htm


Given its fundamental function as a main source of
information, the media plays a critical role in the formation
of socio-political contexts in society. As such, the media
representation of refugees and migrants defines how they
are perceived by members of society. In the context of
Turkey, it is well-known that the media landscape is under
the influence of increasing political polarization in the
country; thus, the reporting of migration is also impacted by
this current climate. As the results of this study
demonstrate, the representation of refugees and migrants in
migration reporting embodies biased and discriminative
discourses that form a basis for the development of
disinformation in many various aspects. However, the
impact of these discourses have not, and do not, only stay
limited to the formation of public perception. Over the last
years, Turkey has experienced many incidents* in which the
prominent anti-refugee and migrant discourse in the media
has triggered hate attacks, lynch attempts and violent
uprisings targeting refugees and migrants in various regions.
Therefore, all these current developments highlight the
urgent need for an objective, fact-based, multi-vocal,
inclusive and rights-based media perspective in the context
of migration. 
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*The lynch attacks to Somalian restaurants and shops in Ankara, following the news 
of Sözcü Newspaper
(https://haber.sol.org.tr/haber/ankarada-somalililere-saldiri-30405) 

*Hate attack to old Syrian woman in Gaziantep related with the “Syrian organ mafia
kidnapping children” allegations spread by news in media
https://teyit.org/dosya-buyutec-korkulari-korukleyen-cocuk-kaciran-organ-mafyasi-iddialarinin-asli-ne 

*Lynch attempts following the sexual harassment allegations spread by news in social media
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/kiz-cocuga-taciz-iddiasi-mahalleyi-ayaga-kaldirdi-40917705 
https://m.bianet.org/bianet/yasam/213307-adana-da-istismar-iddiasi-multecilere-yonelik-linc-
girisimine-donustu 

*Hate attacks and lynch attemps to Syrian Population in Altındağ, Ankara
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/suriyeli-multecilerin-dukk-nlarina-saldiri-2279409  
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-58180854 

https://haber.sol.org.tr/haber/ankarada-somalililere-saldiri-30405
https://teyit.org/dosya-buyutec-korkulari-korukleyen-cocuk-kaciran-organ-mafyasi-iddialarinin-asli-ne
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/kiz-cocuga-taciz-iddiasi-mahalleyi-ayaga-kaldirdi-40917705
https://m.bianet.org/bianet/yasam/213307-adana-da-istismar-iddiasi-multecilere-yonelik-linc-girisimine-donustu
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/gundem/suriyeli-multecilerin-dukk-nlarina-saldiri-2279409
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-58180854
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that the inclusion of refugees and migrants into media
content production as active and competent decision-
makers is an unequivocal necessity. Through this inclusion,
the provision of first-hand information and experiences by
refugees and migrants can counteract the widespread
disinformation, as well as the one-sided, discriminative
stereotypes, while opening a space for the representation of
the multifaceted and diverse reality of migration.
Nevertheless, ensuring inclusion and diversity is not the
only component for the formation of a rights-based media
perspective in Turkey. In particular, the lack of sectoral
regulations and checking mechanisms in the context of
migration reporting allows disinformation and hate speech
to flourish in the media landscape. To remedy this in the
field of migration reporting, sectoral supervisory
committees, regulatory codes and ethics, and complaint and
support mechanisms should be introduced to prevent such
violations by media content producers. Moreover, given it is
a newly developing area of expertise in journalism, the
number of reporters who specialize in the rights-based
coverage of migration remains limited. This deficeincy is
also related to the absence of informative guidelines,
academic curriculums and vocational training in the field of
media and communication. In order to increase the number
of qualified media experts in migration reporting, a
cooperative approach by academic institutions, journalistic
associations and unions, and civil society organizations in
the field of media and communication should be adopted to
develop the necessary literature and the empowerment of
rights-based specialization in journalism.

M E D I A  M O N I T O R I N G  R E P O R T  O F  T U R K E Y  



The Media and Migration Association (MMA) was founded with the aim of
developing a more objective, pluralist, inclusive, participatory and rights-
based media perspective in the context of migration. In line with this
perspective, MMA conducts monitoring and research projects, awareness
campaigns and trainings by building interdisciplinary collaborations to support
media content producers and their representation in every sphere of the
media.
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“The misery in Kilis “ (2012)  

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/ekonomi/kilis-te-sefalet-1617030 
 

“The Syria Drama in Eminönü (2012)
https://www.sehriistanbul.com.tr/eminonunde-suriye-drami-3983h.htm 

 
“The Syrian mother tells the story of their drama” (2012)

https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/yasam/suriyeli-anne-drami-anlatti/298344
 

“We only Escaped with our lives” (2013)
https://www.haberturk.com/yasam/haber/873937-canimizi-kurtardik-biz 

 
“The cold hit them the most” (2013)

https://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/soguklar-en-cok-onlari-vurdu-113012.html 
 

“The drama of Syrian family wrecking hearts” (2013)
https://www.siverekgenclik.com/suriyeli-ailenin-drami-yurek-dagliyor/9449/  

 
“The drama of Syrians who escaped from the war” (2013)

https://www.odatv4.com/guncel/savastan-kacan-suriyelilerin-drami-1803131200-33216 
 

“Syrians stoned our homes and cars” (2013)
https://www.odatv4.com/guncel/suriyeliler-evlerimizi-arabalarimizi-tasliyor-

0305131200-35964
 

“Syrians took the jobs, #resistAntep” (2013)
https://www.milliyet.com.tr/ekonomi/suriyel

 
“The drama of a Syrian familly” (2014) 

https://www.yenisafak.com/hayat/suriyeli-ailenin-drami-662987 
 

“The Syrian beggar has been caught and cried out: we are starving” (2014)
https://www.iha.com.tr/haber-dilenirken-yakalanan-suriyeli-kadin-aciz-diye-agladi-

422575/ 
 

“A Syrian child has been raped” (2014)
https://www.burasiduzce.com/turkiyeden_dunyadan-haberleri/27680-suriyeli-cocuga-

tecavuz
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“Syrian refugees increased unemployment” (2015)
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2015/ekonomi/issizlik-cift-hanelerde-985792/

 
 

“The beached baby corpse at Bodrum shore had everybody in tears” (2015)
https://www.posta.com.tr/gundem/bodrumda-sahile-vuran-suriyeli-bebek-cesedi-

aglatti-299463
 

“The heart wrenching story of the child whose corpse came ashore” (2015)
https://www.haberturk.com/gundem/haber/1123864-cesedi-kiyiya-vuran-cocugun-aci-

hikayesi
 

“The upsetting story of the child whose corpse came ashore” (2015)
https://www.iha.com.tr/haber-cesedi-kiyiya-vuran-cocugun-aci-hikayesi-493215/

 
“The beached baby at Bodrum shattered the world” (2015)

https://www.haberler.com/guncel/bodrum-da-kiyiya-vuran-cocuk-dunyayi-sarsti-
7654989-haberi/

 
“The migrant drama in the Mediterranean: they stomp on each other to survive” (2015)
https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/dunya/akdenizde-gocmen-drami-hayatta-kalmak-icin-

birbirlerini-ezdiler-28929464
 

“Syrian refugees increased unemployment” (2015)
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2015/ekonomi/issizlik-cift-hanelerde-985792/

“The drama of Syrian family living in a derelict house” (2016)
https://ilkha.com/guncel/metruk-evde-yasayan-suriyeli-ailenin-drami-37877 

 
“The drama of a Syrian family” (2016)

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/yerel-haberler/mersin/suriyeli-ailenin-drami-11252769 
 

“The guests are like crime machines” (2016)
 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/gundem/misafirler-suc-makinesi-1230634/

 
“The allegation about a 13-years-old Syrian child that has been raped at Gebze” (2016)

https://www.yurtgazetesi.com.tr/yurt/gebzede-13-yasindaki-suriyeli-cocuga-tecavuz-
iddiasi-h924.html

 
“An example of loyalty from a war weary Syrian family” (2016)

https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/yasam/savas-magduru-suriyeli-aileden-vefa-ornegi/584128
 

“10 Syrians cause 6 Turkish citizens to be unemployed” (2016)
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/ekonomi/10-suriyeli-6-turk-vatandasini-issiz-

birakiyor-1099162/
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“Syrians increase unemployment” (2016).
 https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/suriyeliler-issizligi-artiriyor-40261623

 
“Syrians also took our jobs” (2017)

 https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/suriyeliler-isimizi-de-kapti-42471yy.htm
 

“Syrians invaded the shores of İstanbul” (2017)
https://www.yurtgazetesi.com.tr/yurt/suriyeliler-istanbulun-sahillerini-istila-etti-

h34330.htm
 

“A pregnant Syrian woman has been raped and killed, with her son by her trampled on
with a rock (2017)”

https://www.diken.com.tr/suriyeli-hamile-kadina-tecavuz-edildi-basi-tasla-ezilerek-
ogluyla-beraber-olduruldu/

 
“They raped the pregnant Syrian woman and killed her with her child” (2017)

https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2017/gundem/suriyeli-hamile-kadina-tecavuz-edip-cocugu-
ile-birlikte-oldurduler-1923023/

 
“Syrian terror in the heart of İstanbul” (2018)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/-205108h.htm
 

“The drama of a Syrian family wrecked hearts” (2019)
 https://ilkha.com/guncel/suriyeli-ailenin-drami-yurek-burktu-110345 

 
“Syrian ferocity took another life” (2019)

https://www.fatihhaber.com/suriyeli-vahseti-bir-can-daha-aldi/3163/
 

“Syrians murdered young Turkish man” (2019)
https://www.haberakdeniz.com.tr/haber-suriyeliler-turk-gencini-oldurdu-30108.html

 
“The son of the landlord turned the Syrian child’s life into a nightmare” (2019)

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/siyaset/ev-sahibinin-oglu-suriyeli-cocuga-kabusu-yasatti-
6059471

 
“He wants to pay loyalty debt by competing for Turkey” (2019)

https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/yasam/turkiye-adina-yarisarak-vefa-borcunu-odemek-
istiyor/1387095

 
“Syrian terror in İstanbul, they got in a knife fight” (2019)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/-236069h.htm 
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https://www.yurtgazetesi.com.tr/yurt/suriyeliler-istanbulun-sahillerini-istila-etti-h34330.html
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“Syrians captured Taksim” (2019)
https://www.samsunhaber.com/gundem/suriyeliler-taksim-i-ele-gecirdi-

h43313.htm l
 

“Syrians captured Taksim” (2019)
https://www.samsunhaber.com/gundem/suriyeliler-taksim-i-ele-gecirdi-h43313.htm l

 
“They are coming in droves: Arab invasion in Black Sea Region” (2019)

https://www.yenimesaj.com.tr/akin-akin-geliyorlar-karadenizde-arap-istilasi-
H1318804.htm

 
“Biting the hand that feeds you: Syrian terror made little Yusuf’s life a misery” (2020)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/suriyeli-vahseti-yusufun-hayatini-karartti-besle-
kargayi-oysun-gozunu-283259h.htm

 
“The bitter story of Mehdi registered as the 58th numbered corpse” (2020)

https://www.sehrivangazetesi.com/guncel/58-numarali-ceset-olarak-kayda-gecen-
mehdinin-aci-hikayesi-h69797.html

 
“There are even children among them: loss of lives increased to 45 in the migrant

tragedy at Lake Van” (2020)
https://onedio.com/haber/aralarinda-cocuklar-da-var-van-golu-ndeki-gocmen-

trajedisinde-can-kaybi-45-e-cikti-911506
 

“A 14-year-old Syrian kid stabbed to death in Konya” (2020)
https://www.haberturk.com/konya-da-14-yasindaki-suriyeli-cocuk-bicaklanarak-

olduruldu-2842664
 

“The heart wrenching video of Syrian Musa! No one bought me a jacket after my father
died!”(2020)

https://www.sabah.com.tr/video/haber/suriyeli-musanin-yurek-sizlatan-goruntusu-
babam-oldukten-sonra-kimse-bana-ceket-almadi-video 

 
“The duty of redemption: Syrian doctors support field checks for coronavirus in

Gaziantep” (2020)
https://www.ahaber.com.tr/yasam/2020/04/08/vefa-nobeti-suriyeli-doktorlar-

gaziantepte-sahaya-indi2
 

“Syrian Hasan El-Hasan digged the ground with his hands to quench the fire in İzmir”
(2020)

https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/suriyeli-hasan-el-hasan-izmirdeki-yangini-
sondurmek-icin-avuclariyla-toprak-tasidi/1929136
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“Syrians distribute food” (2020)
https://www.yenisafak.com/koronavirus/suriyeliler-yemek-dagitiyor-

3539032
 

“Syrian Hasan carried soil with his hands to put out the İzmir fire” (2020)
https://www.ahaber.com.tr/yasam/2020/08/01/suriyeli-hasa-izmirdeki-yanginda-

elleriyle-kum-tasidi?paging=3
 

“A surprise gift to Syrian Mahmud by Minister Süleyman Soylu” (2020)
https://www.yeniakit.com.tr/haber/bakan-suleyman-soyludan-kahraman-suriyeli-

mahmuda-surpriz-hediye-1031053.html
 

“The Syrian hero will acquire citizenship” (2020)
https://www.elazigyenihaber.com/suriyeli-kahraman039a-vatandaslik-

verilecek/19281/
 

“Syrian women producing masks for those in need” (2020)
https://www.yeniakit.com.tr/haber/suriyeli-kadinlar-ihtiyac-sahipleri-icin-maske-

uretiyor-1145174.html
“Syrian workers also hit the textile industry” (2020)

https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/ekonomi/suriyeli-isciler-tekstili-de-vurdu-5589904/
 

“The Afghan horror in Bursa: he stalked her to her home” (2021)
https://www.bursadabugun.com/haber/bursa-da-afgan-dehseti-evine-kadar-takip-

edip-1461319.html
 

“The scandal in Esenyurt: police invaded the Africans’ coronavirus party” (2021)
https://www.sabah.com.tr/yasam/son-dakika-esenyurtta-skandal-afrikalilarin-

koronavirus-partisini-polis-basti-5436899
 

“Syrians killed 17-year-old Turkish boy and İzmir outraged! Attacks on Syrians’ homes
and workplaces” (2021)

https://www.medyatava.com/haber/suriyeliler-17-yasindaki-turk-genci-oldurdu-
izmir-karisti-suriyelilere-ait-ev-ve-isyerlerine-saldiri_226132

 
“A Syrian woman in handcuffs has been killed by the slice of her throat” (2021)

https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/video/suriyeli-kadin-elleri-kelepcelenip-bogazi-
kesilerek-olduruldu-41733032 

 
“A Syrian woman has been found stabbed to death in Adana” (2021)

https://www.trthaber.com/haber/guncel/adanada-suriyeli-kadin-tarlada-bicakla-
oldurulmus-halde-bulundu-567587.html
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“They are flooding: 300 Afghans enter Turkey in one village” (2021)
https://halktv.com.tr/gundem/akin-akin-geliyorlar-tek-koyden-300-afgan-

multeci-turkiyeye-giriyor-464585h
 

“The refugee doctors in the fight against coronavirus: this is our fidelity debt” (2021)
https://tr.euronews.com/2020/04/21/koronavirusle-mucadelede-multeci-hekimler-

bu-bizim-vefa-borcumuz
 

“Research on Syrians: unemployment, inflation and cost of living are higher in the cities
they are most situated” (2021) https://www.aykiri.com.tr/suriyeliler-arastirmasi-

kalabalik-olduklari-sehirlerde-issizlik-enflasyon-ve-hayat-pahaliligi-daha-
yuksek/13291/

 
“Silent invasion continues: thousands of Afghans recorded while illegally entering from

Van border” (2021)
https://www.aykiri.com.tr/sessiz-istila-devam-ediyor-van-sinirindan-kacak-yollarla-

turkiye-ye-giren-binlerce-afgan-yine-goruntulendi/13008/
 

“Syrians attacked local immigration authority, many taken into custody” (2022)
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/sanliurfa-il-goc-idaresinin-camlarini-kiran-15-

supheliye-gozalti-530322h.htm
 

“Pakistani sexual harassment videos never-ending, four published in one day” (2022)
https://www.odatv4.com/guncel/pakistanlilarin-taciz-videolari-bitmiyor-1-gunde-4-

tane-237877
 

“The Illegal Afghan terror in Sultangazi, İstanbul: he stabbed Hüseyin Varlık eight times
because he did not buy his phone” (2022)

https://www.aykiri.com.tr/istanbul-sultangazi-de-afgan-kacak-dehseti-telefonunu-
satin-almayan-esnaf-huseyin-varlik-i-8-yerinden-bicakladi/19398/

 
“The Afghan perverts on duty again: they secretly videotaped women everywhere, in

street markets and shops” (2022)
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/pazarda-is-yerinde-her-yerden-gizli-cekim-

yapmislar-afgan-sapiklar-yine-is-basinda-537589h.htm
 

“After Syrians and Afghans, now Africans popped up, they caught with forged money
worth millions ” (2022)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/suriyeliler-afganlar-derken-simdi-de-onlar-cikti-
milyonlarca-lira-sahte-para-ile-yakalandilar-530845h.htm 

 
“Blood-chilling refugee crisis: the corpses piled up on top of each other” (2022)

https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2022/dunya/kan-donduran-multeci-krizi-cesetler-ust-
uste-yigildi-7215301/?

utm_source=ilgili_haber&utm_medium=free&utm_campaign=ilgilihaber
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“The violent fight among Syrians spread terror in Bursa”(2022)
https://www.bgazete.com.tr/haber/10060031/bursada-suriyelilerin-

olumune-kavgasi-dehset-sacti 
 

“A matter of life and death in Greece: the refugee boat sank, and photos from Lesbos
freeze blood” (2022)

https://www.sabah.com.tr/galeri/dunya/yunanistanda-can-pazari-2-gocmen-teknesi-
batti-midilliden-gelen-bu-fotograf-kan-dondurdu

 
“Syrian Yasemin has been killed by the slice of her throat with her hands tied” (2022)

https://www.ntv.com.tr/turkiye/suriyeli-yasemin-elleri-baglanip-bogazi-kesilerek-
olduruldu,UyHmWsQyXEawt-Wm9GxFhg

 
“A Syrian woman has been killed by torture: her hands were tied and her throat was

sliced” (2022)
https://kisadalga.net/haber/detay/suriyeli-kadin-iskenceyle-olduruldu-elleri-

baglanip-bogazi-kesildi_27472
 

“A gruesome incident in Gaziantep: a pregnant Syrian woman and her son brutally
murdered!” (2022)

https://www.haber46.com.tr/gaziantepte-tuyler-urperten-olay-suriyeli-hamile-kadin-
ve-oglu-vahsice-olduruldu

 
  “The redemption of Syrian Emin Bereket: I want to be a doctor to pay my fidelity debt

back to Turkey” (2022)
https://www.mirahaber.com/suriyeli-emin-bereketten-vefa-borcu-doktor-olup-

turkiyeye-vefa-borcumu-odemek-istiyorum-1205490.html
 

“Syrian went on the rampage, he murdered and buried the body (2022)”
https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2022/gunun-icinden/suriyeli-dehset-sacti-oldurup-

gommus-6899249/ 
 
 

“Syrian terror in the heart of İstanbul, they got drunk and stabbed each other” (2022)
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/istanbulun-gobeginde-suriyeli-vahseti-birlikte-

ictiler-birbirlerini-kestiler-281306h.htm 
 

“Who will stop them? An Afghan pervert recorded a video of 8 years old girl, social
media outraged”  https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/afgan-sapigin-8-yasindaki-

kizla-cektigi-videolar-sosyal-medyayi-ayaga-kaldirdi-571596h.htm 
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“Thousands of Afghans head over to Turkey: they are coming in droves like an
army” (2022)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/ordu-gibi-akin-akin-geliyorlar-havalarin-
isinmasiyla-binlerce-afgan-turkiyeye-dogru-yola-cikti-527054h.htm

 
“Syrians and Afghans flooding: At this rate, we will be refugees in our own

country” (2022)
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/suriyeliler-ve-afganlilar-akin-akin-

turkiyeye-geliyorlar-bu-gidisle-kendi-ulkemiz-turkiyede-multeci-olacagiz-
durmuyorlar-bitmiyorlar-gitmiyorlar-537875h.htm

 
“After Syrians, Africans also invaded, and Turks became the minority” (2022)

https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/service/amp/suriyelilerden-sonra-
afrikalilar-basti-turkler-azinlikta-kaldi-573793h.htm
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Akdeniz’de mülteci / göçmen faciası, dramı, can pazarı 
(Refugee/migrant tradegy, drama, disaster in the Mediterranean sea)

Ege’de mülteci/göçmen faciası, dramı, can pazarı
(Refugee/migrant tradegy, drama, disaster in the Aegean sea)

Mülteci / göçmen teknesi, botu battı 
(Refugee/migrant boat, ship sinking, sank)

Mülteci/ Göçmen/ Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı acı hikaye
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani bitter, heartbreaking, 
devastating story)

Mülteci/ Göçmen/ Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı dramı 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani drama)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı ailenin dramı 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani family drama)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı fakirlik 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani poverty)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı sefalet
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani misery)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı yoksul
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani poor)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı muhtaç
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani deprived) 

Mülteci / Göçmen Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı ekonomik kriz
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani economic crisis) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan/ Afrikalı / Pakistanlı İşsizlik
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani unemployment) 

https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/mediterranean
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Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı İşsizlik Arttı
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani increasing unemployment) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı işsizliğe neden oluyor
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani caused unemployment) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı işi çalıyor 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani stealing jobs) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı işi elinden aldı
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani takes jobs away) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı suç
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani crime) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı suçlu
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani criminal) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı saldırgan
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani attacker) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı sapık
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani pervert) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı taciz
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani sexual assault) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı tecavüz
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani rape) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / tehdit
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani threat) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı kavga 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani fight) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı saldırı
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani assault, attack) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı dehşet 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani terror) 
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Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı vahşet
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani ferocity)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı cinayet 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani murder)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı öldürdü 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani killing, killed,murdered)

 Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı öldürüldü
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani being killed,murdered)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı katledildi 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani being killed,murdered)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı ele geçirdi yakalandı 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani being slaughtered)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı vefa borcu
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani redemption duty)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı kahraman
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani hero)

 
Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı istila
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani invasion)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı demografik, güvenlik, tehdit
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani demographic,security,threat) 

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı işgal etti
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani invaded)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı sınırı geçti 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani passing,passed the border)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı ele geçirdi 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani captured)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı sınırda yakalandı
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani arrested at the border)

Mülteci/ Göçmen / Suriyeli / Afgan / Afrikalı / Pakistanlı demografi, demografiyi bozuyor 
(Refugee/Migrant/Syrian/Afghan/African/Pakistani demography, ruining the demography)
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